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Rebecca Roberts
When her childhood plans to travel the oceans with Jacques Cousteau fell through, Rebecca
decided instead to dive into understanding people and their interactions with the external
world. She’s had a rather non-linear
linear blend of professional explorations, from working
around the globe as an interior architect and design strategist to experimenting as an Uber
driver. All of these experiences feed into her work as a confidence ccoach – helping folks in
the midst of major life transitions to drop the old stories and take control of their lives.
Rebecca is originally from the Deep South US, and has lived in Boston, London, and now calls
Basel home. She’s an unshakeable optimist who always had an intense curiosity for
discovering what makes people light up inside, and how to consciously and consistently tap
into that spark.
‘I think we all have a touch of schizophrenic - for most of us there are at least 2 or 3
discussions going on in our heads at any given time.
time.'

www.explore-truth.com
www.linkedin.com/in/rebeccalagarderoberts/

Dr. Ralf C. Schlaepfer
Ralf was always passionate about growing businesses. In his live he started 13
companies as founder or co-founder.
founder. From one of these you will hear more
about at the FUN. Today he advises Fortune 500 companies on corporate strategy
and how to innovate their business.
He is a global thought leader in Industry 4.0 and Digitization as author of several
relevant studies and topical articles. At core of this are how exponential
technologies and the internet of things will ask for fundamental changes from
today's organisation.

Ralf holds a PhD in law from the University of Zurich and is MBA INSEAD.
Ralf@schlaepfer.net

Barbara Tejada
Barbara is Europe's #1 expert in teaching "nice women" to become sooo kick-ass that they
kick-out
out of their life all toxic patterns and create the life they really want!
She used to be herself a woman who was "too nice", a co
co-dependent, and it took a lot
from her to get out of toxic patterns and a long relationship with a n
narcissist.
Her passion in life is to share her insights and guide women to be free from all forms of
oppressionand to build a totally new relationship with themselves, which often leads them
to find the love of their lives! She is a native of the Dominic
Dominican Republic and has two
wonderful teenagers: Christophe and Annabelle. Academically, she has a Bachelors degree
in Computer Science from Macalester College (USA), an MBA from Edinburgh University
(UK) and a Coaching degree from the International Coach Acad
Academy (Australia). She has
also studied Betriebspsychologie (Organizational psychology) at Juventus Schulen in Zurich
(Switzerland) and Mandarin at the University of Nanjing (China). She is currently the
President of the Geneva Coaching Support Group for Nob
Noble Manhattan Coaching Ltd.
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